
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

NONSENSE 
 
Your ‘555 Team’ subscribes to every source of golf information we can find. We respect and read all of it 

until it proves to be ‘Bunkum’! We, like you cannot waste time getting exposed to ‘Nonsense’. Life is a 

short trip and rather resembles my ‘Short Game’ … a key part of my ‘Life Journey’!  

 

Just read a presentation to my Inbox that dealt with ‘Naturally Feel Based Putting’. Titles like this cause 

me to step back and call ‘Time Out’. These statements are simply insufficient and wrong-minded. It is a 

supported scientific fact that ‘You Cannot Gain Reliable Feel’ until you achieve ‘Mechanical Acumen’ or 

skills. ‘Mechanics Produces Proper Executions and thus proper Feels or Motor Sensations’ … NOT the 

other way around … unless you thing ‘Get Lucky Golf’ is a gift from heaven!  

 

The article advises us to use ‘Read, Routine, React & Review’. All well and good, but you MUST have a 

professionally designed ‘Pre Shot Routine’ to use in order to produce those 4 R’s (see ‘The 8 Step Putting 

Pre-Shot Routine’ gathers essential data by which a proper Putting & Chipping Procedure can be 

accomplished. How can you achieve effective ‘Energy Management’ without ‘Pacing Your Putts & 

Chips? Can’t!) No use fiddling around trying to make up another method or ‘Non Method’. This one is 

highly simplified and works for ‘Every Procedure In Your Bag’! It is an amazing ‘Golf Tool’ proven by 

decades of application. 

 

You cannot make reliable and repeatable ‘Putting or Chipping Procedures’ without some very basics 

scientific data in your mind …  specific ‘Distance and Direction Data’! Once you brain know you have a 

‘PSR’, it will expect, ‘No Demand’ that you gather it before there will any ‘Mind Body Cooperation’. 

When your ‘Intuitive Mind’ determines that the ‘Data Process’ has been interrupted, it will signal ‘Abort’. 

Then any half baked process will fail!   

 

Proper and reliable ‘Putting’ demands ‘Learned Skills’ supported by a professionally designed ‘Pre Shot 

Routine’ (‘PSR’) that MUST be used every single stroke procedure’! Not when you might casually 

remember, but ‘Every Single Procedure’. 

 

Key point? “A Chip Is A Putt With A Hop!” This is absolutely scientifically true! This ‘PSR’ apples.  

 

Hey! If you think it does not matter, it’s your parade!   

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
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